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“Elder Oak”

Listen Lover,

The eldest oak resounds his earthly mules.

From the mountain peak, Between and above his leafy bundle;

Do you hear it love?It’s soft yet subtle,

“Do you really like being alone? We’re all alone after all.”

From the birds and the fickle needs, None elude his fateful harmonic call.

Or escapes his comforting energy, Relax here my dear;

Beneath the shade of the eldest tree.



“Silent Stare”

Even if never a word, Uttered verb, or pursuit be bred.

I will be swimming still.

Lost inside my throbbing head.

Calmly flipping through the pages of my mind,

Between you and me?

I'm lost to time.
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“Love Walks”

Love walks inside with her heart on her mind.

Eager to tell me, she’ll leave me behind.

Well how could I tame a passion, not mine?

She leaves, with haste through the porch…



So I’m sitting down, on the couch; on the floor.

Her words in my mind echo just as before.

I know in my heart, I might give her the world…

But it’s best, if she leave me alone.



Love wandered slowly, with pain in her heart.

Crossing the country was only a start.

The journey she treks, she’ll grace as an art;

And leave you and I behind the bend.
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Sweet lover you left me with fate on your mind.

Whispering softly,”You won’t get left behind,

Love can’t be sought out, it’s a gift and so inclined.”

She left with haste through the porch.



Love is near done, with a bottle of wine.

She drinks by herself, just as she is inclined.

The cold northern air is so far from mine;

That the miles somehow turn to years.

Then her wine is recycled to tears…



A lesson or burden, or dearest of gifts?

Accumulate now the most revealing remiss…

Validity of life is a hit and a miss.

So we strain our hearts, even more.
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So, can’t you see we’re all brothers; if only in heart?

Try as we might, love has torn us apart.

And I apologize to have judged you at all,

It wasn’t my place in the end.

How could I judge you my friend?



I am now a man,

I’m just surprised that I know.

I run around, this rugged earth all alone.

Trampling the ground and dropping bits of my soul.

Teaching myself to hurt, heal, and grow.
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“Tainted Main”

I come upon the tainted maid, relaxing in the stream.

Her modern allure draws my gaze, as I observe her innocently.

Like her silky skin of purest cream,

My throughout stretch taunt her bones.

My ears both strain, to catch her name;

To have it abide… my soul.

My eyes they fall, without shame to recall;

The clarity of her curves.

Ever hunger more, their plight undisturbed;

Happy to merely observe her world.



I come upon the tainted maid, relaxing in the stream.

Her modern allure draws my gaze, I observe her innocently.

With an iris flame of passion untamed,
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She draws me toward her soul.

Though I fear the fire, I linger awhile;

To have it abide… my soul.



Her heat enthralls my lungs, and I’m overcome;

A captive in her name.

Ever hunger more, that she become my ward;

This sight will suffice the same.



“Time’s House”

You are a stolen glance through a foggy window in my friend Time’s empty home.

A prophecy.

One With which I would have been both disturbed and discouraged.

Afraid though excited, Proud though remorseful,

And hungry in my complacency.
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“The Hare's Trap”

I have heard that we are all chasing,

Running down a rabbit hole to our demise.

I have heard life is ever so fleeting,

Seemingly short while we die.

What will you do on the day you catch him?

When that rabbit is no longer evasive and sly.

On that day you reach him,

You will see then;

That hare was never fleeing.

Instead he was merrily leading,

Through the rabbit hole and toward the sky.
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